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Abstract. Over a finite horizon, infinitesimai perturbation analysis (IPA) estimators are usually 
defined as sample path derivatives of performance measures. However, by using the M/M/l 
queue as an illustrative example, we show that in steady-state an IPA estimator is not equal 
to the sample path derivative of the corresponding performance measure even though their 
expectations may be the same. 
Consider a first-come-first-served GI/G/l queue, in which arrivals form a renewal process 
and service times are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Let C,, denote the 
nth customer in the arrival stream, with service time and waiting time in queue denoted 
by X, and W, respectively. Denote the interarrival time between C,, and Cn+i by A,,+l. 
We assume that Ce arrives at the system at time 0. Let A be a generic interarrival time 
with cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) G(t), and X be a generic service time with 
c.d.f. F(B;z), where 0 is the parameter of interest, say, 0 E 0 = (a,b). We assume that 
E[X] < E[A] < cm. The quantities of our interest are the mean waiting times of customers 
in both finite-time and steady-state. We want to estimate their derivatives with respect to 
8. 
Usually X,, can be represented (or generated in simulation) by F-l(B;w,,) (i.e., the inverse 
representation), where w ,, is a uniform random variable over [0, 11. Under mild conditions 
(e.g., see [l] and IS]), ‘t 1 can be shown that X, is as. differentiable with respect to 0, and 
furthermore it follows from its representation that 
In this note, we are not concerned with differentiability of X, and instead simply make the 
assumption 
A. Every X, is a.s. a continuously differentiable function of 0 on 0. 
It is well known that W,,‘s satisfy the following Lindley equation (e.g., see [4]) 
W 
W,+X,-&+I ifW,+X,-A,+,>0 
n+l = 
0 otherwise 
t 
with initial condition Wc = 0. Then the sample path derivative estimators, are recursively 
defined by 
V 
V, + dX,/dB ifW,+X,-A,+1 >O 
n+l = 
0 otherwise, 
(3) 
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with Vl = 0. We can also rewrite Equation (3) as 
V 
n-1 dWj 
?I= c 
i=r), -zT’ 
where q,, is the index of the customer who initiates the busy period to which C,, belongs. 
If W, is a.s. differentiable, which is true under some very general conditions (e.g., F(B; .) 
or G(e) is continuous), then V, = dW,/dB a.s. In the literature, V,, is also called the 
infinitesimal perturbation analysis (IPA) estimator (see [2], [6], and references therein). 
We now define 
IT,,=kWiandvn=kVi. (5) 
i=l i= 1 
Since W,, and V, are both discrete-time regenerative processes with respect to indices of 
customers who initiate busy periods, it can be shown under some mild conditions that (e.g., 
see [ll] and Theorem 3.6.1 in [12]) there exist two random variables W and V such that W, 
and V, converge weakly to W and V, respectively; furthermore, 
lim w, = E[W] U.S. and lim 7” = E[V] a.s. 
IS-m n-43 
W is the steady-state waiting time and V is the steady-state IPA estimator. Recall that 
the quantities we are interested in are dE[W,,]/de and dE[W]/dB. So, in order to use V, 
and V as estimates for dE[W,]/de and dE[W]/dB, respectively, we need 
and 
The IPA estimator is said to be unbiased if Equation (7) holds and strongly consistent 
if Equation (8) holds. In the case that V, = dW,/d0 a.s., unbiasedness is a question 
of exchangeability between differentiation and expectation operators, while strong consis- 
tency requires exchangeability between differentiation and limit operators. Unbiasedness 
and strong consistency have been proven for the GI/G/l queue under various conditions 
([31, [71-[lOI). In th is note, we shall address a different yet important issue: whether the 
steady-state IPA estimator is equal to the sample path derivative of the steady-state waiting 
time under some appropriate conditions, i.e., whether V = dW/dB a.s. If true, then strong 
consistency could also be stated as a question of exchangeability between differentiation 
and expectation operators. However, by using the analytically tractable M/M/l queue (in 
which service times are exponentially distributed and the arrival process is Poisson) as an 
illustrative example, we shall show it is in fact not true, thus resolve a long-standing issue 
in the PA community. 
As we already mentioned, W,, converges to W in distribution (i.e., weakly) but not as. 
That is to say, W, may not converge a.s. to any random variable at all, though a limiting 
distribution does exist. This can be briefly explained as follows. Consider a sample path of 
the GI/G/l queue. We know that W,, is equal to zero infinitely often (at the beginning of 
each busy period), so the a.s. limit of W,, does not exist unless FVn converges a.s. to zero, 
which is impossible. Since we only have a limiting distribution and not an actual random 
variable, the derivative of the steady-state waiting is not well-defined until we pick up a 
particular random variable representation for the limiting c.d.f. In general, two random 
variables with the same c.d.f. may have derivatives with different c.d.f.‘s. In simulation, 
especially in IPA algorithms, the inverse representation is usually used to generate random 
variables from a given c.d.f. (see [l] and [5]). If we choose the inverse representation for the 
limiting distribution of W, and denote the corresponding random variable by IV, we can 
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show through an M/M/1 queue that the c.d.f. of dW/dB is different from the c.d.f. of the 
IPA estimator V, though they do happen to have the same expectation. 
Consider an M/M/l queue. Let X be arrival rate, p be service rate, and B (= l/p) be 
mean service time. Let p = X0 be traffic intensity. It is well-known that the steady-state 
waiting time in the M/M/l queue has c.d.f. (e.g., see [4]) 
F,(y) = 1 - pe-@-X)Y, y 1 0. (9) 
To simplify the notation, denote Z as dWfd0. From Equation (9), we know that W can be 
generated by inverse function F;‘(y) as 
I 0 w= ifOlull-p -&ln* if 1 -p<u<l’ 
where u is a uniform random variable over [0, 11. Then it follows 
0 
Z = dW/dO = 
ifO_<ull-p 
-&jrln y+* ifl-p<usl’ 
Therefore, Z has c.d.f. 
ify<O 
ifOsy<&, 
1 - pe-(l-P)((l-P)Y-l) if y 2 & 
and, the Laplace Transform of probability density function (p.d.f.) of 2 is 
F;(s) = O” e- P(l - PI2 Yd~(y)=(1-p)+s+(l_p)2e-~. 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
From now on, we assume that the M/M/l queue is in steady-state. Let p,(n = 0, 1, . . .) be 
the steady-state probability that there are n customers in the system, given by p,, = (1-p)p”. 
Let us look at a fixed customer, say, C, which has waiting time W with IPA estimator (for 
dW/dB) V. Because the arrival process is Poisson, the probability that C finds n customers 
in the system upon his arrival is also pn. Suppose that before C enters service, the total 
number of customers (which have service times Xi,. . . ,X,) to be served within the same 
busy period to which C belongs is k. Since service times are exponentially distributed, we 
have dXi/dO = pXi(i = 1,. . . ,k). Hence, based on Equation (4) we have 
V =j.lkXi, 
i=l 
(14) 
which can be rewritten as 
v = /J(b,, + Wn), (15) 
where 6, is the time from when the busy period starts to when C arrives at the system, 
W, is the time from when C arrives at the system to when C enters service, and n is the 
number of customers in the system when C arrives. It is easy to see that W,, is the sum of 
n i.i.d. service times. It is also known that b, is the sum of n i.i.d. busy periods (e.g., see 
[41)* 
Now we want to calculate F,‘(s) = E[e-“V 1, the Laplace Transform of p.d.f. of V. With a 
little thought, we can see that given n, the two random variables 6, and W, are independent 
of each other. The Laplace Transform for the exponential distribution is p/(,u + s). Denote 
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the Laplace Transform of the p.d.f. of the length of one busy period by G’(s), we have 
Ek --spba] = (p/(p + ps))” = (l/(1 + s))” and E[emSpWn] = (G’(ps))^. This leads to 
F:(s) = E,[E[e”p(b~+W*) 1 n]] 
co 
= ~pnE[emspWn 1 n]E[e-Jubn 1 n] 
n=O 
= Et1 - ~b”(G’t~s))“(ll(l + s>Y’ (16) 
1-P = 
1 - @%4 ’ 
where G’(s) = r’X’r-[‘p’~~‘)‘-4’~1”a (see, e.g., [4]). C om aring Equations (13) and (16), p 
it is obvious that F:(s) # F,‘(s). So 2 and V are not the same in distribution. But through 
some simple calculations, we can show that E[dW/dB] = E[Z] = E[V]. It is also very easy 
for us to verify that E[dW/dO] = dE[W]/dB, so that the IPA estimator is strongly consistent. 
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